
STEP 1STEP 1

Clean and dry the area where the graphic will be applied.Clean and dry the area where the graphic will be applied.

Position the graphic where you want it applied on the surface. 

Using a pencil make small tick marks to make alignment 

marks.

Position the graphic where you want it applied on the surface. 

Using a pencil make small tick marks to make alignment 

marks.

STEP 2STEP 2

Peel back the transfer tape, making sure the graphic adheres 

to the tape. If the graphic is not adhering…..press the parts of 

the graphic back on to the transfer tape by applying pressure. 

Continue this process until the full graphic ad transfer tape is 

off the backing.

Peel back the transfer tape, making sure the graphic adheres 

to the tape. If the graphic is not adhering…..press the parts of 

the graphic back on to the transfer tape by applying pressure. 

Continue this process until the full graphic ad transfer tape is 

off the backing.

STEP 3STEP 3

Apply one side of the transfer tape to the surface at your 

alignment marks.

Apply one side of the transfer tape to the surface at your 

alignment marks.

STEP 4STEP 4
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HOW TO INSTALL:
TRANSFER TAPE GRAPHIC

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER

Using a squeegee, credit card, book, or your hand and using a 

side to side motion apply slight pressure to the transfer tape. 

Do this side to side motion as you move from one end to the 

other of your transfer tape in small increments at a time.

Using a squeegee, credit card, book, or your hand and using a 

side to side motion apply slight pressure to the transfer tape. 

Do this side to side motion as you move from one end to the 

other of your transfer tape in small increments at a time.

STEP 5STEP 5

Once the full piece of transfer tape is on the wall go over it a 

few times with the squeegee, credit card, book or your hand 

with slight pressure.

Once the full piece of transfer tape is on the wall go over it a 

few times with the squeegee, credit card, book or your hand 

with slight pressure.

STEP 6STEP 6

Starting with one corner slowly pull at an angle with one 

hand. The Graphic should remain on the surface at this time. 

If some of the parts of your Graphic stay on the transfer 

tape….use your other hand and apply slight pressure to the 

transfer tape against your surface as you did in step 3. This 

should release the Graphic.

Starting with one corner slowly pull at an angle with one 

hand. The Graphic should remain on the surface at this time. 

If some of the parts of your Graphic stay on the transfer 

tape….use your other hand and apply slight pressure to the 

transfer tape against your surface as you did in step 3. This 

should release the Graphic.

STEP 7STEP 7

Step back and enjoy!!Step back and enjoy!!

STEP 8STEP 8
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